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“Flight Lines”
- from Mike York

EAA Chapter 25 President

The trip to Brodhead and
Oshkosh was another
memorable trip this
year. The weather at
Brodhead didn’t disappoint
as it was hot, humid and
another storm rolled through
threatening aircraft, flying as
well as those on the
ground. Every Pietenpol on
the ground had at least
4 people holding the plane
down. Have you ever seen
a Pietepol trying to land into
an oncoming wall cloud? It
is not a pretty sight and I
almost couldn’t watch as the
pilot and passenger escaped
and sped out in front of the
storm to land on a sod farm
several miles south and hid
behind a barn until the storm
blew over. The pilot, less
the passenger returned an
hour later to a crowd
President P1
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cheering their survival. The remainder of the weekend and
days I spent at Oshkosh brought excellent weather. Carol
and I saw alot and we camped with a number of Chapter
25 members.
I made the trip up to Surfside for the annual hog roast fly
in and social. Several chapter 25 members flew in and a
number drove in as well. Greg Cardinal flew in the Piet and
Jeremy Vecoli flew in with his newest student in the
Cub. There were several unique float planes and the food
was great.
I’m really excited about this month’s presenter Jim
McDougall. He will talk about his experience as an enlisted
man in the Navy during WWII. He was one of 10 crew
members on a PBY Catalina “Black Cat” in the Pacific.
Jim is 96 and enjoys sharing his experiences and
answering questions. He has written a book about his
experiences and will bring copies for sale and can
autograph copies.
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EAA Chapter 25 Meeting Minutes
17 July 2019
by Jerry Vecoli

Young Eagles Update
by Kris Olson

7:01PM: Meeting Called to order
by Mike York.
-Pledge of Allegiance and a Moment of
Silence
-Kris Olson gave update on Young Eagles
activity
-Treasurer Gordon Duke reported club
finances are in good order
-Gary Rosch gave update on flight simulator
that was donated to the chapter; a newer
computer is needed to run it properly
-Mike York discussed Oshkosh camping
options
-Guests Brian and Chris were introduced

EAA Chapter 25 flew 15 kids on Saturday,
July 13th. The weather was nice, sunny, light
clouds, and light wind. Thanks to the pilots
that helped fly the kids Frank Ahlman, Alan
Knutson, Brianne Kroupa, Bob Kroupa, Mark
Kolesar, Paul Pankratz, and Gary Rosch.
Thanks to the ground crew that helped
Marsha Drake, Mike Drake, Ralph Goracke,
Ron Hoyt, and Tim Ray.
Our next Young Eagles rides event is
Saturday, August 17th 9 am to 12. We have
some kids signed up. We welcome pilots
and ground crew to come volunteer. Contact
Kris Olson if interested.

7:15PM Main presentation by Tom Sontag of
the Piston Poppers model airplane club

We are not planning a Young Eagles rides
event at Airlake in September. A Young
Eagles rides event will be held Saturday,
September 21st 10 am to 3 pm at Flying
Cloud Airport at Premier Jet Center. The
Women in Aviation Chapter Stars of the
North will hold their Girls in Aviation Day
event at Flying Cloud Airport September
21st 10 am to 3 pm at Premier Jet Center.

-After the presentation, Tom Sontag gave
Chapter 25 a copy of the Flying Wing
blueprint by U of M aeronautical engineer
John Akerman
8:40PM Meeting adjourned by Mike York
Jerry Vecoli

Girls in Aviation Day MN 2019
Trivia
by John Schmidt

The Women in Aviation chapter Stars of
the North, in the Twin Cities area is hosting
their Girls in Aviation Day event at Flying
Cloud Airport in Eden Prairie at Premier Jet
Center.
It will be held Saturday, September
21st from 10 am to 3 pm and is free.
http://www.starsofthenorth.org/girls-inaviation-day.html
Facebook event link
https://www.facebook.com/events/783909
608656994/

Q: An ATP pilot age 40 or older holds a 1st
class medical certificate, which he needs to
renew every 6 months to continue to fly for the
airlines. True or False: If the pilot does not
renew his 1st class medical certificate after the
6th month and does not go in for any medical
exam at all, he still holds the FAA medical
certification necessary and legal to fly a Cessna

submitted by Kris Olson

( continued on pg. 5 )
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When submarines are mentioned, the words, “… run silent, run deep …” come to
mind. Not so for the submarines assigned the duty of rescuing pilots from the vast
empty Pacific Ocean. Submarine books are usually about the seek, sink and hide
activities; plus, secretly delivering spies to shore, transferring key personnel, and
supplying radios, guns, ammo and medical supplies in the Philippine Islands.
Conversely, the Lifeguard submarines were assigned the duty of rescuing downed
pilots. This activity required running on the surface … hopefully with air cover.
Lifeguard League (est. 1943) involved more than submarines. The subs depended on
the help from B29s, B25s, PBYs, Mustangs, and Corsairs; and, not so helpful Zeros,
Betty’s. The purpose beyond saving lives was to improve morale. Soldiers and pilots
often feel like they are “cannon fodder”. The knowledge that they stood a good
chance of being plucked out of the ocean by a ship, PBY or submarine added to the
confidence of the fliers.

Zoomies, Subs and Zeros
by Charles A. Lockwood
Kindle version: $0.99
I just finished this book this
morning … then to read in the
newspaper that a fire killed 14
Russian sailors aboard a secret
submersible. From my
experience with the sailors on
the subs, I knew that fire was
their number one fear; which
fear, required we extinguish the
dozens of indicator lights on
our computer panels (looked
like flickering flame out of the
corner of your eye).
Also, today the paper reported
on dangerous “swatting” … a
fake 911 call reporting a
murder and threat to
police. Watch for fake
Japanese radio calls in the
book report.

The most difficult part of the mission was to witness aircraft low on fuel bypassing
the Lifeguard sub in hopes of saving their plane only to be lost in an area where no
rescue was available. The important point was, “Bombers can be built in a
matter of months, but it takes a lot of years to build an airman!”
The author raises the tension as he describes the submarines entering a mined
shallow bay to rescue a flier in a lifeboat while Japanese shore batteries sniped at
the sub and flyer. This shallow operation was called, “the Ten Fathom Curve—
in waters that would float a submarine but would not permit of diving to
escape attack.” A radioman rescued with his pilot, wanted to celebrate since it
was his 7th water rescue and the first with his pilot!
One Lifeguard hazard was friendly fire. Trigger-happy pilots and ship captains are
excited by the chance to sink a “Japanese” submarine. As a result, recognition signals
were improved which reduced but did not eliminate the dangers from friendly fire.
One humorous point was the inclusion of many “L’s” in their code words as the
Japanese had difficulty pronouncing “L’s”. The Japanese often, with near perfect
English, sent out fake rescue calls. Responding to fake calls put lives at risk.

Steve EAA 9221
S. Steve Adkins

( continued on pg. 4 )
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Book review (Continued from pg. 3)

The rescued fliers were stuck aboard the submarine until the
completion of its patrol (weeks). As a result, the fliers assumed
duties including coding and decoding messages. One distasteful
task was guarding Japanese prisoners that were picked up. If
any Koreans were picked up, the Koreans were assigned to
guard the Japanese a duty that they relished!

Visit our website at eaa25.org
President

Mike York 563-299-0773
mcyork5@yahoo.com
Vice President

A few statistics: Fifty-two submarines were lost along with
3505 men. Their rescue rate averaged about 60% with a peak
of 80% during one month. The record save was 22 fliers on one
patrol. They never lost a passenger. The book describes the
high rate of loss by the B29’s bombing Japan (15 ditchings per
month). Lt. Low holds the long distance record of drifting and
sailing three hundred miles in five days before rescue. For
endurance, Sergeant Grier was afloat for twenty-three days.
Future President George H. W. Bush was the most famous
rescue.

James Fischer 612-799-4820
fischermailstop@yahoo.com

Author: Charles Andrews Lockwood (May 6, 1890 –
June 7, 1967) was a vice-admiral and flag officer of the
United States Navy. He is known in submarine history
as the commander of Submarine Force Pacific Fleet
during World War II (Wikipedia).

Newsletter Editor

Note: The reviewer, S. Steve Adkins, EAA 9221, from 1961 thru
1964 built, diagnosed and maintained the first digital fire
control computers installed aboard the Polaris nuclear
submarines spending one year on the subs in the Naval Sub
Base, Groton, Conn and the Norfolk Navy Shipyard. (He never
left port!) During this year, his lonely Ercoupe rested at Nelson
Ryan, Flying Cloud Airport … tie-down fee was $7.50 per
month.

Secretary

Ned Lebens 952-567-3329
nlebens@gmail.com
Treasurer

Gordon Duke 651-227-9026
gduke@hotmail.com
Web Editor
Jeff Coffey jeffcoffey@gmail.com

David Olson 612-919-3182
oly63@hotmail.com
Young Eagle Coordinator

Kris Olson 651-675-6826
ksimpson2@yahoo.com
Technical Counselors

Bob Eckstein* 763-494-6993 rwxstein@comcast.net
Ami Sela* 612-860-3734 selaami@comcast.net
* also flight advisor

George H. W. Bush’s rescue by sub:
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Trivia

(continued from pg. 2)

Answer: True. 1st and 2nd class
medicals incrementally degrade
over time to the next lower class.
A 1st class medical becomes a
2nd class medical after 6
months, then becomes a 3rd
class medical after 1 year.
http://www.pilotmedicalexams.co
m/link4.htm
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A 195 Tale
by Jim Fischer

My story begins, when I was in grade school. My father’s
friends had a Cessna 195 and one of the first times seeing
it, they were doing some maintenance on the engine. This
aircraft type was built with an engine mount that swings
out to do maintenance on the back side of the engine. I
thought this is really nice plus the Art Deco classic shape
of the plane also caught my attention. Fast forward to
now, I have flown a couple of aircraft with radial engines
in my past and I wanted to own one. My wife said, “go buy
one now, before you get too old to fly one”.
The mission was started for me over a year ago and I was
looking for my Cessna 195. Some of the places I was
looking at were, Barnstormers and Trade-a-plane. Last
May, Trade-a-plane had an ad for one that sounded
interesting. After a couple of phone calls and emails with
the seller, I went to Salt Lake City, Utah to see what he
had. He kept it in Wyoming, which was a 90 minute drive
from Salt Lake City. He picked me up at the airport and
we made the journey to inspect the aircraft. The winds
were blowing 20-35 mph at 20-30 degrees across the
runway and I had indicated that I wanted to fly the plane
on this visit. We pushed it out of the hangar and taxied to
the runway. The owner said he will do the takeoff and the
landing due to winds, in VFR conditions. In flight I flew
the plane at various speeds to check the engine and check
out the handling. It flew straight and speeds were as
published. Then I flew an ILS to a low altitude go-around
and back to short approach were the owner made the
landing. When the aircraft was back in the hangar, I
proceeded to do a light inspection of the aircraft condition
followed by a review of all the logbooks since new. On the
way back to Salt Lake City, I informed the seller I was
interested and needed to do a pre-buy inspection. After a
couple more emails, text messages and phone calls with the
seller again, we settled on a date in May to do an
inspection with myself and an I.A. mechanic. This was
followed by a price settlement for the aircraft and a
request to deliver the aircraft to Goodland, Kansas where
an aircraft shop specializes in Cessna 195 repairs and
inspection. Plus a CFI who specializes in 195 checkouts
lives there. My insurance required a checkout.
At the end of June, the seller delivered the aircraft to
Goodland and that is where I became the owner of a

Cessna 195. Cool! Now that I own this beast, there
were items I wanted added to it. All of this can be
done by Butterfly Aviation in Goodland. The list
included tail-pull handles to the aft end of the
fuselage so I can maneuver the aircraft on the
ground without starting the motor. The next item
was to change the fuel caps to prevent water from
entering the wing tanks when parked in a rain
storm. The last item was to install electronic
ignition. This engine has one magneto and a
distributor like a car with points and condenser. The
points and condenser have caused problems in the
past on these engines. The electronic ignition
replaces these parts. Also the seller informed me
after the change of ownership that the right brake
needed some attention. The brakes are very
important item on this aircraft. Both brake cylinders
ended up being rebuilt along with other items being
adjusted. Also the throttle cable was replaced.
Now was the time to get the checkout. As big as the
195 is, the rudder is very small for its size. In fact the
rudder on a Cessna 170 and 140 are bigger, than the
one on the 195. This limits the direct crosswind
component to around 20 mph. The wind in Kansas
is usually 15 mph or higher and most of the time is
not down the runway. This reduced the number of
days we could fly in Goodland. One day we flew to
Front Range airport next to DEN just for lighter
winds to practice landings. The 195 has a history of
ground looping when the tail settles on landing due
to limited rudder. After a few days of practice, the
instructor gave me a logbook sign off to meet the
insurance requirement.
On July 15th, I departed Goodland, Kansas flying
the 195 for my non-stop flight to Lakeville,
Minnesota, where I will store it in my hangar. An
instructor recommended, that he has his students
limit crosswinds to 15 mph for landings, until they
have 50-100 hours in this type, to prevent ground
loops. My flight was planned at 3 hours and 25
minutes and filed with Flight Service. The cruise
( continued on pg. 7 )
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altitude that I first picked was 7,500 ft and later went to
9,500 ft due to ride conditions. This aircraft has a GPS for
VFR use only and I used it for this flight. Also I used ATC
for flight following and for M.O.A. Information along my
route. Around Sioux City, IA, I had to deviate around
thunderstorms, but most of the flight was direct. When I
was around 30 miles from LVN, I checked the A.W.O.S. for
weather at LVN. The winds were 20 mph gusting to 30
mph from the southwest and direct crosswind to the only
runway. As it turned out, all the airports in the area had
southern winds with gusts over 25 mph. I deviated to
Stanton, MN and landed on the south runway. I refueled
and asked for a hangar for the night. They didn’t have
hangar space available, so I called SteinAir in Faribault,
MN to check on hangar space. They said I could find
refuge for my plane in their hangar with the
thunderstorms coming soon to the area. Faribault has a
south runway, so I flew to Faribault to park the plane for
the night. The following morning, my wife brought me
back to Faribault to bring the plane home to Lakeville,
which now had only 5-7 mph crosswinds. My flight to
Stanton from Goodland was 3 hours and 45 minutes with
ground speed of 162-185 mph using 14.1 gallons of fuel per
hour. The power setting was around 55% according to the
P.O.H.
Well, the dream of owning a radial engine aircraft and a
Cessna 195 is a reality. The road to getting here was not
smooth or predictable. When I was hired by a major
airline years ago, my first employee number started with
the numbers, “195”. The tail number on this aircraft starts
with the numbers, “195”. And my first fuel bill for this
plane was in Colorado and it was, 195 dollars and some
cents. This aircraft needs new seat covers and maybe
paint, but I own it and get to enjoy flying it. This is my
story, let’s hear yours on a cross country or aircraft
purchase.
By Jim Fischer

This note was on display in one of the
buildings on the Poberezny property at
Oshkosh. It’s unsure why Bernard
Pietenpol sent the note, cloth, and picture
to Paul Poberezny, but if the below
wording of the handwritten note is correct,
it reveals some of the information sharing
and pride between the two very historic
aviators.
“Cloth from my first ship 1922. Been
overhead in car shed over 50 yrs and could
still be flown. Think it was Heath aero
cloth.” April 29 1974. B. H. Pietenpol

Commemorative Air Force M innesota W ing
South St Paul, M N

By: Marsha and Mike Drake

Fall Bombers M oon Ball 2019
Saturday, September 14th, 2019
6 pm - 11:59 PM
Roseville Big Band 8 PM
https://www.cafmn.org/hangar-dances.html
https://www.facebook.com/events/672070549908780/
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Items Available and For Sale

Some web sites to find local aviation
events or seminars:
http://www.dot.state.mn.us/aero/even
ts/flyins-and-events.html
https://wisconsindot.gov/Pages/doingbus/aeronautics/trngevnts/flyins.aspx , then click on a month
to download that calendar.

For Sale: A set of Wag-Aero Sport Trainer build
plans. $200 OBO
Contact : Reggie Roorda 952-451-1599
email: rjroorda55@gmail.com.

SocialFlight calendar
http://www.socialflight.com/search.ph
p free site.

Any members interested in aerobatic /tail
wheel flying I am offering my club share in
the 12KD club for sale. Super Decathlon
based at Flying Cloud.
Email: mnwanner@visi.com

FAA safety seminars search
https://www.faasafety.gov/SPANS/eve
nts/EventList.aspx

Red Wing Soaring
Association

Scenic Demonstration Rides and Memberships
Available!
No prior aviation experience required
FAA Certified Flight Instructors
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Located at Hangar H-1
L.O.SimenstadAirportOsceolaWI
Phone: 651-653-1631
Email: info@rwsa.org
Website: www.rwsa.org

